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CHAPTER ONE: WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to the 2021 North America West Area (“NAWA”) Single Adult Conference (the “Conference”) and 
thank you for accepting the call to serve.  We hope that you will find great joy and personal fulfillment while 
serving in this historic Conference – the scale and format of which have never been done in the Church.  Each 
of you will have the opportunity to make individual contributions that will significantly impact the success of 
the Conference.  
 
The vision for the Conference is to help cultivate an increasingly abundant life for single adults of all ages for 
many years to come. To progress toward that vision, we need your help in planning the devotionals and 
initiatives that will culminate in a 3-day Conference next August.  This process will involve many Latter-day 
Saints and their friends throughout the entire NAWA who will unite through acts of service, opportunities for 
learning and social events that will be significant and memorable.  We are confident that the elements of this 
Conference will help all who participate develop greater faith in their Savior Jesus Christ and a deeper 
connection with each other. 
 
This vision will only be fully realized if these efforts continue in each individual ward and stake far beyond the 
Conference next August.  Sustaining this effort will require capable and experienced leadership in the stakes 
and wards.  Stake single adult committees are an essential part of planning and executing various elements of 
the Conference over the coming months.  These committees need to be strengthened and organized consistent 
with chapter 14 of the Church’s updated General Handbook of Instructions (the “Church Handbook”).  You 
may be called to serve on one of those committees or to coordinate with them during the Conference process. 
 
You have been called by priesthood authority and the experience you gain during this service will provide you 
with a unique opportunity to help transform the way the Church ministers to and engages with the single adults 
in your ward and stake.  We encourage you to prayerfully seek the Lord’s guidance to know how you can best 
contribute to this transformation.  It is His Church and He will guide you in your efforts through the influence 
of the Holy Ghost. 
 
The Executive Summary that follows provides an overview of the goals and structure of the Conference.  The 
other chapters of this Single Adult Conference Handbook (this “Conference Handbook”) provide more detail 
about Conference planning and management and where your specific calling fits within the overall organization.  
If you have questions about the Conference that are not addressed in this Conference Handbook, please contact 
the Central Organizing Committee at admin@lds-sa.org.   
 
Thank you again for your willingness to serve with us.  President Gordon B. Hinckley, in his April 1996 General 
Conference talk “Stand True and Faithful,” encouraged us as follows: “In all of living, have much fun and laughter. 
Life is to be enjoyed, not just endured.” It is in this spirit that we hope you will enjoy the opportunity to be a 
part of this great enterprise and that it will bring to you and all who participate “the joy of learning, the joy of 
serving and the joy of becoming.” 
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CHAPTER TWO: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

THEME AND TOPICS 

The theme of the Conference is “The Abundant Life” which has reference to Jesus’ pronouncement as recorded 
in John 10:10 that “I am come that they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly.”  This 
theme reflects the belief that we all have the capacity to access the many joys in life promised by the Savior and 
that we have a responsibility to help bring “the abundant life” to others.   
 
In support of the theme, there are three related topics that should be a consistent focus as you plan the events 
and activities leading up to and during the Conference: 
 

1. The Joy of Learning to apply the principles and truths of the Gospel in our lives. 
2. The Joy of Serving in the Church as well as our neighborhoods, communities and the world. 
3. The Joy of Becoming a disciple of Jesus Christ and fellow citizen with the Saints. 

 
As you consider the purposes of the Conference and the theme and topics outlined above, you will note the 
absence of certain topics often associated with single adult conferences, specifically dating, marriage and related 
subjects.  This omission is purposeful.  Participants in the Conference will potentially represent ages 18 through 
98 and have a variety of personal family situations – those who have never been married, are single again (with 
or without children) or are widowed.  Our responsibility is to make the Conference and all the associated events 
and activities appealing and meaningful to single adults of all ages and circumstances.  While companionship 
may result for some participants, this should occur as a natural result of the shared “joys” described above and 
not as a principal goal in planning or organizing the various events. 

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 

The Conference will consist of four phases intended to build one upon another: 
 

• September 2020 to December 2020: Organization and Outreach Phase 
• January 2021 to early May 2021: Planning and Devotionals Phase 
• Mid-May 2021 to end of July 2021: Initiatives and Activities Phase 
• August 6 – 8, 2021: culminating session of Conference 

 
A key assumption for many of the descriptions of tasks and responsibilities contained in this Conference 
Handbook is that we will at some point be able to gather in small, then larger and ultimately very large groups 
by next August.  However, we understand that health and safety uncertainty related to the COVID pandemic 
may continue to affect our ability to gather in one or more areas for different periods of time.  Therefore, while 
the structure of this Conference Handbook focuses on planning for “in person gatherings,” it also allows for 
“virtual gatherings” that would permit the devotionals, activities and even the area-wide Conference to continue 
in other ways.  We encourage planning committees at each level to develop their own contingency plans 
consistent with the principles in this Conference Handbook and local circumstances, coordinating with the 
Central Organizing Committee as needed.  Additional details regarding arrangements for “virtual gatherings” 
will be made available as circumstances require. 
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CONFERENCE PHASE I: ORGANIZATION AND OUTREACH 

(September 2020 to December 2020) 

ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW 

Leadership of the Conference begins with the North America West Area Presidency (under the direction of 
Elder Scott Whiting, First Counselor) and extends into each stake through the stake single adult committees.  
A conference of this scale requires the coordinated efforts of multiple related organizations.  The following is 
a brief description of the principal organizing groups and their responsibilities. 
 
Area Seventy:  In each Temple District, an Area Seventy is assigned to oversee the planning and implementation 
of the Conference for the applicable stakes.  The Area Seventy ensure that the Temple District Committees are 
adequately staffed and have the resources necessary to organize and carry out the Conference. The Area Seventy 
work closely with the stake presidencies in their Temple Districts to help them understand the goals of the 
Conference and how the Conference can support their goals and priorities.  They also coordinate with the 
Central Organizing Committee regarding Conference administration, registration and finance. 
 
Central Organizing Committee:  The Central Organizing Committee (“COC”) provides strategic direction and 
administrative support for the Conference and encourages leaders at all levels within the Conference 
organization to honor and implement the Conference’s objectives and framework. The COC trains and 
supports Temple District Committees and Conference Host Committees and acts as a centralized resource for 
registration, finance, technology, marketing materials, social media and program development.  The COC also 
provides support as needed in such areas as health and safety, audio-visual, food and facilities management.  
Members of the COC have been called by Elder Gary K. Wilde, under the direction of the Area Presidency. 
 
Temple District Committees:  The Temple District Committees (“TDCs”) provide overall leadership and 
coordination of the various Conference elements within their Temple District.  They report on their efforts to 
the COC and work closely with the Area Seventy assigned to oversee the Conference in their Temple District.   
Members of the TDCs are called by the Area Seventy and are comprised of sisters and brothers who represent 
the three single adult age groups (YSA, SA1 and SA2).  TDCs have two primary responsibilities: 
 

• Work closely with the Stake Single Adult Committees in their Temple Districts to:  
o Train and orient them on the objectives of the Conference and see that they are fully staffed 

and organized to carry out their Conference-related responsibilities, particularly planning the 
suggested pre-Conference activities within their stakes; and 

o Help them embrace the vision of how the Conference can support and strengthen existing 
stake leadership, goals and priorities for ministering to and fellowshipping single adults of all 
ages long after the Conference concludes. 

• Support the Host Committees in planning and carrying out the August Conference. The TDCs work 
closely with the Host Committees to make sure all programs are sufficiently high in quality, appropriate 
in scope, and consistent with the aims of the Conference. TDCs review the final Conference plan for 
each host location within their Temple District and approve any elements that materially deviate from 
the general patterns set forth in this Conference Handbook (after consulting with the Area Seventy, 
Agent Stake President and COC). 
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Stake Presidencies:  The Conference is intended to support stake and ward leaders in their ministry to the single 
saints in their units.  While the Conference should serve as a catalyst for increased engagement by SSACs in 
planning and carrying out meaningful events and activities for single adults of all ages, stake presidents retain 
oversight over Conference-related activities within their stakes in consultation with the Area Seventy. 
 
Stake Single Adult Committees:  Each stake is encouraged to organize a Stake Single Adult Committee (“SSAC”) 
as set forth in chapter 14 of the Church Handbook.  For purposes of the Conference, the SSAC will be 
composed jointly of the Stake YSA Committee and Stake Single Adult Committee (if both committees have 
been organized in a stake).  With respect to the Conference, the SSAC’s primary responsibilities are to: 
 

• Help their wards and stake identify all single adults within their boundaries and update the contact 
information on membership records (including physical address, home and mobile phone numbers, 
email address and – if changed – marital status) to ensure that these records are as accurate as possible. 

• Conduct the Devotionals (as described in more detail below) and plan the local portion of the content 
for each Devotional, including those that may be held virtually. 

• Communicate with all single adults in their stake about the Conference, encourage participation in the 
Conference and assist with local registration efforts. 

• Plan and carry out the pre-Conference activities (as described in more detail below) for all single adults 
in their stake. 

• Serve as a resource for the Host Committees that will plan and carry out the August Conference. 
 
Host Committees:  Each Conference site will have a Host Committee that is responsible for planning and 
organizing all aspects of the Conference at that location.  There will be at least one Conference site for each of 
the three single adult age groups (YSA, SA1 and SA2, defined on pg. 12) in each Temple District and 
approximately 50 Conference sites in total.  Each Host Committee will act under the supervision of an Agent 
Stake President designated by the Area Seventy for that particular Conference site. The Host Committee should 
consist primarily of single adults from the age group for the specific Conference site. If needed, Agent Stake 
Presidents may call on other stakes in their Temple District for help staffing the Host Committee, but Host 
Committee members will be called by their own stake president. The Host Committee will be supported by:  
 

• The TDC, with respect to planning the localized portions of the programming, workshops, social 
activities and service projects. 

• The COC, with respect to administrative matters (such as marketing, registration, budget and finance) 
and logistics (such as food planning, security, safety, etc.). 

• A committee of married volunteers from the local stakes will supply all “day of” manpower needs, so 
that all single adults – including those serving on the various Conference committees – can attend and 
participate in the August Conference sessions without “day of” responsibilities. 

KEY OUTREACH TASKS FOR PHASE I 

During the Organization and Outreach Phase from September to December 2020, the key tasks to be 
accomplished include the following: 
 
Organization: 

• Area Seventy ensure that TDCs are organized and fully staffed.  
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• TDCs assign committee members to work with each stake (ideally no more than 6-7 stakes per TDC 
member). 

• As directed by the Area Seventy, TDCs help orient stake leaders on Conference vision and objectives. 
• Stake Presidencies ensure that SSACs are organized and fully staffed in their stake.  
• Agent Stake Presidents ensure that Host Committees are organized and fully staffed for each 

Conference host location. 
• TDCs ensure that SSACs and Host Committees are trained on the Conference objectives and their 

Conference-related responsibilities. 
• TDCs gather contact information for all members of SSACs and Host Committees and ensure that 

centralized distribution lists are updated with most recent contact information. 
 
Outreach: 

• As directed by their stake president, SSACs work with stake and ward leaders to identify all single adults 
in the stake and update membership records (to ensure accuracy and record new contact information. 

• SSACs consider needs of single adult members of their stake and establish goals for events and 
activities they will hold during the pre-Conference period (as described below). 

• TDCs and SSACs begin promotional efforts for January Devotional and begin building awareness of 
other Conference events. 

 
While the Conference should serve as a catalyst for increased engagement by SSACs in planning and carrying 
out meaningful events and activities for single adults of all ages within their stake (or on a multi-stake basis), it 
is not intended to take the place of the continuing role and responsibilities of these committees under the 
direction of the stake presidency.  We hope that the Conference will help the SSACs begin a sustained effort 
to improve engagement, ministering and fellowshipping among all single adults well beyond the Conference.  
Success in this endeavor will depend, to a large extent, on the level of consistent effort applied to outreach and 
identification of single adults in the stake and updating their contact information. 

CONFERENCE PHASE II: PLANNING AND DEVOTIONALS 
(January 2021 to May 2021) 

PLANNING 

Much of the work to make the Conference a success will need to occur during the Planning Phase from January 
through May.  Some of the key tasks for the TDCs, SSACs and Host Committees to accomplish during this 
period include the following: 
 
TDCs: 

• Maintain close coordination with SSACs and Host Committees to ensure that they remain adequately 
staffed and are making necessary progress in planning and carrying out their key tasks described below. 

• Coordinate with the COC and assist SSACs with outreach, communications and marketing for the 
Devotionals and other Conference events. 

• Assess Conference registration progress and identify where assistance and improvement are needed. 
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SSACS: 
• Plan and calendar the various stake or multi-stake events they will sponsor leading up to the August 

Conference. Set goals for participation and outcomes. 
• Continue to coordinate with ward leaders on outreach efforts to single adults in the stake and begin 

formal invitation and registration efforts for the Conference. 
• Advertise the various stake and Conference events and activities. 
• Continue promotional efforts for March Devotional and plan and carry out the local portion of the 

May Devotional. 
 
Host Committees: 

• Prepare a detailed plan for the August Conference at their location, including identifying the activities, 
service projects, topics / talks, workshops and speakers. 

• Ensure the Conference plan is approved by the Agent Stake President and TDC.  
• Prepare a proposed budget for the August Conference, consistent with the general budget principles, 

and submit to the COC for review and approval. 
• Reserve any third-party services or locations (e.g. for service projects) that will be needed for the 

August Conference. 

DEVOTIONALS 

Consistent feedback from single adults of all ages throughout the NAWA indicates a strong desire to participate 
in devotionals similar to those more frequently held on a Church-wide basis for youth and YSA.  Therefore, as 
an integral part of the Conference, there will be four area-wide Sunday evening Devotionals for all single adults 
as follows:   
 

• The opening Devotional will be held in mid-January and the second Devotional will be held in mid-
March (final dates to be confirmed).  Each will feature prominent speakers on topics relevant to all 
single adults.  These Devotionals are intended to build awareness and enthusiasm for the Conference, 
as well as introduce the Conference theme and topics.   

• The third Devotional will take place in early May, with a focus on introducing the themes and initiatives 
for the Conference and beginning the formal registration process. 

• The final Devotional will be held in July and is expected to feature a video montage containing inspiring 
stories of single adult members from across the NAWA. 

 
The January and March Devotionals are currently expected to be broadcast on-line, enabling single adults to 
view and participate without the need for gathering in stake centers.  We are exploring a technology platform 
that will enable a portion of the January and March Devotionals to be dedicated to locally driven messages and 
content for each stake under the direction of stake presidents and the SSACs, with the balance of the program 
to feature a single area-wide guest speaker.  Details about this functionality and how stakes will connect with 
their members will be provided closer to the Devotional dates.   
 
The May and July Devotionals are expected to be held in every stake center (or a central location for multiple 
neighboring stakes, as determined by the stake presidents).  The content for these Devotional will also consist 
of local participation and content from each stake coordinated by the SSAC under the direction of the stake 
presidency and an address from the featured speaker(s) to all stakes simultaneously.  While we are hopeful that 
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the health and safety situation will improve before May, we understand that it may still not be possible or 
advisable to gather in large groups by then in one or more areas.  In this circumstance, the local and area-wide 
content for the May and July Devotionals will follow the pattern for the January and March Devotionals noted 
above.   
 
Final decisions on holding virtual or in-person gatherings for the May and July Devotionals will be made by 
April 1. 

CONFERENCE PHASE III: INITIATIVES 
(Mid-May 2021 to July 31, 2021) 

 
Unlike most conferences in the Church, this Conference will not be confined to a single event or even a single 
weekend.  Rather, this Conference is intended to serve as a catalyst for increased organization and focus by 
single adult committees on the needs of single adults in their respective wards and stakes.  In support of this 
goal, the period from the May Devotional through the culminating session in August 2021 will be marked by a 
variety of activities and events organized at the ward, stake, multi-stake and area levels.  With the support of 
the TDC, each SSAC will be encouraged to develop specific plans to hold events and activities that correspond 
to one of the four divinely appointed responsibilities outlined in Section 1.2 of the Church Handbook, 
specifically: 
 

• Living the gospel of Jesus Christ by reaching out to our less-active brothers and sisters 
• Caring for those in need, including providing community service 
• Inviting all to receive the gospel by engaging in missionary-oriented activities 
• Uniting families for eternity through temple and family history work 

 
Throughout this Conference Handbook, we refer to the events and activities associated with these 
responsibilities as “Initiatives.”  Each Initiative should be planned with a specific purpose.  And, of course, 
each SSAC should plan appropriate social events to gather and build fellowship among single adults within 
each age group. 
 
Prayerfully considering and planning the specific Initiatives in order to meet the needs, circumstances and 
interests of the single adults across all age ranges is one of the most important responsibilities of the Conference 
planning committees at all levels.  Some events may be appropriate for all age groups while others may need to 
be divided into smaller age ranges to maximize interest, attendance and participation.  Each SSAC should 
establish specific engagement goals relating to the Initiatives and social activities.  These goals should be 
communicated to the TDC who can help track and aggregate information about positive outcomes. 
 
While the Conference encourages SSACs to plan and carry out meaningful events and activities, it is not 
intended to define the continuing role and responsibilities of these committees.  Rather, as described in Chapter 
14 of the Church Handbook, the stake presidency chairs the SSAC and therefore sets the direction and tempo 
for all actions of the SSAC. The goal of the Conference is to support each stake in its effort to improve 
engagement, ministering and fellowshipping among all single adults within the stakes.   
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Stakes should also carefully consider monitor the evolving COVID-related circumstances and guidelines in 
their area, as well as the preferences of single adults in different age groups and prioritize these factors when 
determining whether to hold virtual or in-person gatherings, as well as the gathering size for all in-person events. 

CONFERENCE PHASE IV: AUGUST CONFERENCE 
(August 6 - 8, 2021) 

 
The capstone event will be the three-day Conference from August 6-8, 2021 held simultaneously in multiple 
locations across the NAWA.  The basic outline for the Conference is as follows: 
 

• Friday evening:   Social activity 
• Saturday morning:  Opening session & learning workshops 
• Saturday afternoon: Service project(s) 
• Saturday evening: Social activity 
• Sunday morning: Church service, Priesthood & Relief Society 
• Sunday afternoon: General Devotional Broadcast 

 
Each Temple District will host at least one Conference gathering location for each of the three principal age 
groups (YSA, SA1 and SA2, as defined below).  The total number of Conference locations in each Temple 
District will be determined based on projected attendance from each age group and relative distances to be 
traveled, as well as continuing observance of appropriate social distancing and gathering size considerations.  
While the basic Conference plan will be the same for each location, TDCs and local Host Committees will have 
significant latitude in determining unique social activities, service projects and workshop topics appropriate that 
best meet local needs.  The suggestions for content and activities in this Conference Handbook are a guide only 
and should be adapted as needed by the Host Committees under the direction of the TDCs and Area Seventy.   
 
If it is deemed unsafe or impractical to hold in-person Conference gatherings in groups large enough to 
experience the benefits of gathering in this format, we will transition as much of the content as possible to 
smaller and/or virtual gatherings.  While we are hopeful that this will not be necessary by August 2021, 
contingency plans are currently being developed for this situation. Details will be coordinated with sufficient 
lead time to ensure that we maintain an enjoyable and impactful Conference experience.  The final 
determination for holding an in-person or virtual August Conference will be made by the Area Presidency no 
later than April 1, 2021. 

KEY CONFERENCE POLICIES 

AGE GROUPINGS 

Consistent with the instructions in Chapter 14 of the Church Handbook, the following age category 
descriptions will be used in this Conference Handbook and other Conference-related documentation: 
 

• Young Single Adults (“YSA”) are between the ages of 18-30  
• Single Adults 1 (“SA1”) are between the ages of 31 and 45  
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• Single Adults 2 (“SA2”) are ages 46 and older 
Depending on local circumstances and the specific event or activity, these age groupings may need to be 
adjusted, as approved by the Area Seventy.  For example, the SA2 group may be further subdivided for those 
between 46 and 55 and those 56 and older.  In order to maximize participation and minimize feelings of 
exclusion, those individuals within a year or two of an age bracket cut-off may be given the flexibility to 
participate with the age group of their choice. Changes to age groupings must be approved by the Area Seventy 
and communicated to the COC. 

REGISTRATION AND FEES 

A basic principle of the Conference is that no member or friend who wants to participate should be deterred 
from 
attending because of the registration fee.  We understand that cost may inhibit outreach to less active members 
and can also deter those who are embarrassed to ask for financial help.  Options for addressing these concerns 
are outlined in Chapter 6.  We are also aware that different areas of the Church have historically had varying 
policies regarding conference fees.  Some areas have held single adult conferences paid entirely out of Church 
funds, while others have charged significant fees to attend.  For this Conference, the Church has determined 
that a modest registration fee should be charged and that Church funds will be used to provide a partial subsidy 
for the cost of the Conference.  Registration fees will be as follows: 
 

• 3-Day Attendees (Friday/Saturday/Sunday): $44.00 before July 1st, $48.00 thereafter (to encourage early 
registration) 

• 2-Day Attendees (Saturday/Sunday):  $44.00 before July 1st, $48.00 thereafter 
• Sunday Only Attendees: $12.00.  This covers registration, info packet and lunch.  There is no charge to 

attend the Church meetings. 
 
All registration will be managed digitally through the Eventbrite platform.  Pre-registration will open on April 
1, 2021 and will be available via the official Conference website and all major social media platforms.  The 
Conference has been designated as a “cashless” event, so all registration fees will need to be paid by credit or 
debit card.  While we encourage attendees to register as early as possible to aid in planning and to take advantage 
of “early bird" pricing, day-of registration will also be available at each Conference site.  Conference volunteers 
will not be charged a registration fee but will enjoy meal privileges while working at the Conference. 

FINANCE 

As outlined above, the Conference will be funded by registration fees and supplemented by funds from the 
Church.  Finances for the event will be overseen by the Area Presidency’s office and managed through the 
COC Finance Team.  As shown in the following table, expenditures at all levels must be: (i) approved in advance 
by the appropriate person; (ii) documented with receipts, invoices, etc.; and, (iii) submitted in a timely manner 
via the Google Form for reimbursement or advance of funds. All Conference committees should manage their 
funds judiciously and understand that there are no additional Conference funds available beyond the allotted 
budget.  If additional expenses are incurred, they will need to be funded from the agent stake budget with prior 
approval from the Agent Stake President.  
 
The chart below outlines anticipated expense types, fund disbursement sources and required approvals. 
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TABLE 1: FUNDING PROCESS 

Committee Expense Type Paid From Approved By 
Central 
Organizing 
Committee 

Overall 
Conference 
support and 
administrative 
expenses 
 

Central 
Conference 
budget via the 
Santa Clarita 
Stake 

COC Director 

Temple 
District 
Committees 

Temple District 
specific support 
and administrative 
expenses 
 

Central 
Conference 
budget via 
Temple District 
Agent Stake 

North or South 
Director 

Host 
Committees 

Site-specific 
expenses for 
August 
Conference 

Allocated host 
site budget via 
Host Agent 
Stake President 
from the Area 
Presidency 
 

Agent Stake 
President or 
relevant Host 
Committee 
leadership 

Stake Single 
Adult 
Committees 

Stake and multi-
stake activities and 
events 
 

Stake budget Stake President 

*Marketing and 
registration 
materials for the 
Devotionals and 
August 
Conference 

Central 
Conference 
budget via Santa 
Clarita Stake 

COC Director 
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CHAPTER THREE: ORGANIZATION 

Planning and implementing a high-quality Conference across 284 Stakes and more than 50 separate locations 
requires careful planning across multiple levels of organization.  The following is a brief summary of these 
different committees, their principal responsibilities and their relationships to each other. 

THE NAWA CONFERENCE STEERING COUNCIL 

The Steering Council (under the direction of Elder Scott D. Whiting, First Counselor in the NAWA Area 
Presidency, reporting directly to Elder Quentin L. Cook of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles) is responsible 
to provide overall leadership for all aspects of the Conference.  Final approval of all significant matters relating 
to Conference plans and activities needs to be obtained from the Steering Council.  

THE NAWA CENTRAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

The COC provides centralized leadership, support services and training for the TDCs and Host Committees 
across all aspects of the Conference.  The following members of the COC have responsibility for the areas 
identified: 
 

• Larry Eastland, Conference Director: Responsible for overall leadership, direction and execution of the 
Conference and related activities, as well as oversight of the COC team.  

• Steve Merrell, Director North:  Responsible for oversight of and coordination with the TDCs and host 
Committees in the Anchorage, Vancouver, Seattle, Spokane, Columbia River, Portland, Medford, and 
Oakland Temple Districts (collectively, the “North” area). 

• Chris Eastland, Director South: Responsible for oversight of and coordination with the TDCs and host 
Committees in the Sacramento, Fresno, Redlands, Los Angeles North, Los Angeles South, Newport 
Beach, San Diego, Laie and Kona Temple Districts (collectively, the “South” area). 

• Katie Vincent, Administrator Central and South: Responsible for administrative support for both the COC 
and the South area. 

• Rulon Linford, Administrator North:  Responsible for administrative support for both the North area. 
• Dave Axelgard, Director, Registration and Finance:  Responsible for oversight of Conference technology 

and systems, including communications, financial reporting and registration platforms. 
o Susan Yates, Finance Specialist.  Responsible for the management of the financial management 

system, overseeing the expenses reporting and payments through the Santa Clarita Stake Clerk. 
o Madison Duffin, Registration Specialist. Responsible for managing the registration process 

including coordination with Eventbrite, training of registration specialists at the TDC and 
Stake levels. 

• Trevor Call, Director, Outreach & Communications:  Responsible for oversight of central marketing and 
communications functions, including creation of Conference branding, template materials and audio 
/visual content. 

 
Members of the COC have been called by Elder Gary K. Wilde, under the direction of Elder Scott D. Whiting.  
For questions about other specific areas of responsibility not listed above, please email info@lds-sa.org and 
you will be directed to the appropriate person for information and support. 
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TEMPLE DISTRICT COMMITTEES 

The TDCs are responsible for leadership and coordination of the Conference within their respective Temple 
Districts according to the patterns set out by the Steering Council and COC.  TDCs will work closely with 
SSACs to make sure pre-Conference initiatives are sufficiently high in quality, appropriate in scope, and 
consistent with the aims of the Conference.  They will also work with Host Committees to support them in 
planning the elements of the Conference program for each location and age group, including choosing the local 
topics and speakers for the workshops.   
 
Members of the TDC are called by the Area Seventy over each Temple District.  These TDCs will be composed 
of a Director, two or more Co-Directors an Administrator and such others member as the Director feels 
necessary.  To avoid overloading committee members, it may be prudent to have no more than seven or eight 
SSACs and Host Committees assigned to each committee member.  Each TDC should include individuals who 
represent the three groupings of Single Adults: YSA, SA1 and SA2 composed of both sisters and brethren.  
They will coordinate with each of the SSACs in their Temple District, providing orientation regarding the 
Conference purposes and objectives, training in their Conference-related responsibilities, and supporting them 
in planning and carrying out these responsibilities, particularly with respect to the outreach and communication 
with single adults in the stake, as well as planning and carrying out the Initiatives and Devotionals.  

DIRECTOR 

The Director will have principal responsibility for ensuring that the TDC provides needed orientation, training 
and support to the SSACs and Host Committees.  The Director should determine how to best allocate 
responsibility among the TDC members for working with each of the SSACs and Host Committees in the 
Temple District, giving due consideration to both geographic and age group factors.  The Director will report 
to both the Area Seventy and either the North or South Conference Director (as applicable) and coordinate 
with the COC to ensure that specific needed resources and support are provided as needed for all aspects of 
the Conference in the Temple District. 

CO-DIRECTORS 

The Co-Directors will work closely with the Director to provide oversight, training and support to their 
assigned SSACs and Host Committees.  Some stakes will require more assistance and training than others, and 
each will have unique needs and circumstances.  The Co-Directors should be sensitive to help each stake and 
Host Committee carry out the purposes and goals of the Conference in a manner that most closely meets these 
local needs and circumstances, while helping to ensure a consistency in the quality and effectiveness of the 
events and activities. 

ADMINISTRATOR 

The Administrator will assist and support the Director and Co-Directors in following up on assignments, 
calendaring, preparing agendas and communications and carrying out other responsibilities as determined by 
the Director.  In addition, he/she will assist with data management (tracking registration throughout the Temple 
District), maintaining names and contact information for all the stake and ward leaders and committees, and 
providing reporting to the COC. 
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STAKE SINGLE ADULT COMMITTEES 

As indicated in Chapter 14 of the Church Handbook, each stake is encouraged to organize a Stake Single Adult 
Committee and a Stake YSA Committee (collectively, the “SSAC”).  Whether separate committees are 
organized or representatives of various age ranges form a single stake committee should be determined by each 
stake presidency.  With respect to the Conference, the SSACs will assist with the Conference Devotionals and 
planning and carrying out events and activities at the stake or multi-stake level in connection with the Initiatives 
(each described below).  The SSACs are also responsible for distributing Conference-related invitations and 
materials and encouraging registration and participation in the Conference.  As directed by their stake 
presidencies, they may also be asked to help coordinate local outreach and ministering to single adults in their 
wards and stakes.  In carrying out each of these responsibilities, they should receive training and support from 
their assigned TDC members as approved by their Stake President. 
 
In stakes with a YSA/Mid-Single Adult Ward, the Stake President may determine whether the Bishop should 
designate a committee to assume organizing responsibility for all Conference-related YSA or MSA events.  In 
this case, these ward committees should work with their local SSAC members to coordinate outreach and 
communication with any single adults in the stake not attending the YSA or MSA Ward, respectively. 
 
The SSACs should prayerfully determine goals for planning and holding activities that engage with the various 
age groups and support the stake’s existing goals and priorities.  The SSACs should also seek out ways to 
encourage individual members to participate (both in person and virtually, as appropriate and permissible) and 
make their own personal goals for participation. 

HOST COMMITTEES 

Each August Conference location will have a Host Committee responsible for planning and organizing all 
aspects of the Conference at that location under the direction of the Agent Stake President.  In these efforts, 
the Host Committee should request support and assistance as needed from: (i) the TDC, with respect to 
planning the localized portions of the programming, workshops, social activities and service projects; (ii) the 
COC, with respect to all budget and logistical matters (such as registration on-site, food, security, safety, etc.); 
and (iii) a committee of married volunteers from the local stakes to provide all “day of” manpower needs, so 
that all single adults – including those serving on the various Conference committees – can attend and 
participate in the August Conference sessions without “day of” responsibilities.  Note that while the Host 
Committees will be responsible to train the volunteers in their responsibilities as outlined in clause (iii) above, 
the Host Committees will retain primary responsibility for identifying and coordinating in advance all potential 
issues and “day of” logistical matters. 
 
The Host Committees are to be called by the Agent Stake President for each Conference host location and may 
be drawn, as needed, from other stakes in the Temple District.  They should be composed primarily of single 
adults, with at least one member assigned to coordinate with the local ward Elders Quorum and Relief Society 
volunteers who are to provide the on-site logistical support during the Conference itself.  The Host Committee 
should have a Chairperson and a sufficient number of other committee members / specialists to adequately 
allocate the many responsibilities for planning and carrying out the Conference events, workshops, services 
projects and activities, as well as planning and coordinating the related logistics.  Host Committee members 
may also serve on an SSAC, but that calling is not connected to their Host Committee responsibilities.  The 
TDC and COC stand ready to assist Agent Stake Presidents and Host Committee members as questions arise.  
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CHAPTER FOUR:  DEVOTIONALS 

As outlined in the Executive Summary, there will be four area-wide Devotionals beginning in January 2021.  
Each Devotional is intended for single adults across all of the age groups.  We presently anticipate that the 
January and March Devotionals will be held virtually, and the May and July Devotionals will be held in person.  
Should gathering not be possible in one or more regions for either of the May or July Devotionals, they will 
also be conducted virtually.  The COC will provide instructions for accessing the broadcasts as we get closer to 
the individual dates. 
 
When approved by local stake presidents, multiple adjoining stakes may choose to host the in-person 
Devotionals by age groups in designated stake centers, so long as (i) no single adult is required to travel an 
unreasonable distance to a stake center; (ii) every single adult is welcome to attend any stake center where the 
Devotional will be held; and (iii) responsibility for planning the Devotional and inviting single adults is borne 
equally by all participating stakes to ensure that every stake has organized a SSAC and is actively engaged in 
outreach to their own single adult members. 

DEVOTIONAL PLANNING 

While some of the content for the Devotionals will be prepared by the COC and presented to the entire area, 
other portions of each Devotional will be localized. Each stake will be responsible for coordinating the 
following:  
 

1. Extending / distributing invitations to all single adults in the stake to participate; 
2. Making assignments to those who will conduct, pray and provide music; 
3. Making assignments to those who will present talks and presentations; 
4. Ensuring an IT specialist (who will be managing the AV components of the program) is available 

and prepares and tests the necessary equipment for the broadcast portion of the Devotional (if 
held in person); and, 

5. Planning any social event or refreshments that accompany the Devotional 
 
For the January, March and May Devotionals, the COC is working on the details of a technology solution that 
will allow individual stakes to present a portion of the program consisting of localized content through a virtual 
platform, as needed.  In addition, the May Devotional will serve as a more robust “Kick Off” to begin the 
formal Conference period and therefore will have an added level of localized content and require additional 
advance planning by each stake.  Key additional elements of the May Devotional include: 
 

• Remarks from a single adult in the stake regarding the Conference theme: “The Abundant Life”; 
• A PowerPoint presentation providing an overview of the Conference led by a local single adult; and, 
• A presentation by an SSAC member describing the activities and events that the stake is planning from 

May through August in connection with the Conference. 
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The following is a sample program agenda for the May Devotional: 
 
7:00 pm Presiding: The Stake President (or counselor) 

Conducting: one of the Stake SSAC Co-chairs (where possible)  

7:00 pm Welcome 

7:05 pm Opening Song:  conductor’s choice 

7:09 pm Invocation: a single adult, by prior invitation 

7:12 pm Local Speaker Remarks: choose a single adult to speak on “The Abundant Life” 

7:22 pm PPT Presentation:  

7:40 pm Main Speaker #1 by Broadcast:   

7:55 pm Main Speaker #2 by Broadcast: 

Each location will be provided the information for live-streaming (or re-broadcasting, if a different 
meeting time is chosen).  Additionally, a copy of pre-recorded remarks will be made available 
should there be Internet connectivity issues. 

8:15 pm Closing Song: conductor’s choice 

8:20 pm Benediction: a single adult, by prior invitation 

8:25 pm Brochures describing the Conference are handed out (these will be provided separately by the 
COC) 

The July Devotional will consist primarily of area-wide broadcast content, with stakes responsible principally 
for coordinating the relevant logistical matters outlined in items 1, 2, 4 and 5 above.   
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CHAPTER FIVE: INITIATIVES IN THE STAKES 

Rather than simply being another “event” to attend, this Conference is intended to serve as a catalyst for 
beginning, renewing and enriching habits that lead to the joys of living a Gospel-centered lifestyle.  Leading up 
to the August Conference, each stake will be encouraged to plan events that correspond to each of the divinely 
appointed responsibilities of the Church as outlined in the Church Handbook: 
 

• Living the gospel of Jesus Christ 
• Inviting all to receive the gospel 
• Uniting families for eternity through temple and family history work 
• Caring for those in need 

 
Since each stake will have existing goals and priorities for each of these areas, one of the most important 
responsibilities of the SSACs will be prayerfully planning events that address the specific interests of single 
adults while supporting stake priorities.  The starting date, frequency and focus of events among the four areas 
will be left to the discretion of the stakes.  In addition, stakes are encouraged to hold social and fellowshipping 
activities for all Conference age groups. 
 
We anticipate that the more TDCs and SSACs are able to engage single adults in a variety of meaningful 
activities, the more likely those single adults will be to participate in the August Conference.  More important, 
however, will be the long-term benefits from reaching out and ministering to those are on the margins of 
Church activity. Their increased participation and socialization will facilitate deeper engagement with their ward 
and stake long after the Conference concludes. 

GOSPEL LIVING ACTIVITIES 

One purpose of “Gospel Living” activities will be to help single adults enjoy “The Abundant Life” that comes 
from increasing their faith in Jesus Christ and fellowshipping with other members.  Options could include 
planning activities that encourage learning and teaching Gospel principles, ministering to one another – 
particularly those who are less active – and increasing individual temporal and spiritual self-reliance.  Gospel 
living activities should prioritize reaching out to individuals and ministering to the one.  SSACs should 
coordinate closely with ward organizations to integrate their planning efforts with those being undertaken by 
the ward.  Special consideration should be given to extending fellowship to individuals who have been 
prayerfully selected and who would be most receptive to your thoughtful approach. 

GOSPEL SHARING ACTIVITIES 

Possible “Gospel Sharing” activities might include inviting friends to participate in activities that are already 
planned.  For example, such an activity might include a special Sacrament meeting with a linger longer after the 
two-hour block or a weekly family home evening activity.  Another possible activity might be to improve our 
relationship with interfaith groups and increase our sphere of influence with important community 
organizations.  Examples might include sponsoring an evening interfaith musical concert, community service 
project or similar events with other congregations in the community (as local health and safety circumstances 
permit).   
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TEMPLE AND FAMILY HISTORY ACTIVITIES 

 “Temple and Family History Activities” promote an increased presence of the temple in the lives of single 
adults by encouraging more frequent and meaningful temple worship and placing a greater emphasis on family 
history work.  These events should be planned to accommodate members at all levels of temple activity or 
family history skill.  They may also be more conducive to small groups and even virtual participation.  
Accordingly, increased consideration might be given to this area during times when larger group gatherings are 
less practical.  

SERVICE ACTIVITIES 

 “Service Activities” encourage single adults and their friends to join together in projects that will improve their 
community, build relationships with local religious and secular community leaders, and help them appreciate 
the Church as a vital partner in accomplishing worthy causes and shared concerns.   
 
A possible service activity might be to render humanitarian assistance to those most in need.  The Church has 
made available separate funds from the Area Welfare and Self-Reliance Department to support approved 
humanitarian service projects (up to $5,000 for stake projects and $15,000 for Temple District projects).  Each 
stake and Temple District is encouraged to seek out projects that will take advantage of this funding 
opportunity.  A memo describing the project guidelines, “Framework for Member Participation in Church 
Humanitarian Work” is available on the Conference Google drive.  By way of example, suitable projects would 
include those that provide relief to and foster self-reliance for those in need. If your stake is interested in 
applying for a grant for humanitarian funds, you should clear the request with the Area Seventy using the 
“Humanitarian Project Request—North America” form before submitting the request to the Church at: 
NAHumanitarian@churchofjesuschrist.org. 
 
Additionally, the Presiding Bishopric has approved the distribution of finished storehouse commodities to food 
pantries and other appropriate non-profit organizations.  The regional Welfare and Self Reliance Managers 
(“WSRM”) and Area Seventy can assist in identifying those organizations that would benefit from this donation.  
The WSRM will also coordinate requests with the stake presidents and Stake Communication Directors.  The 
availability and distribution of commodities requires significant planning and must be scheduled in advance 
(and may not be available in all areas), so early coordination with the WSRM in your area is advised.  The “2021 
Bishops’ Storehouse Product List” contains a list of the commodities available and can be found on the 
Conference Google drive.  As this list may change from time to time, please contact your local Bishops’ 
Storehouse for any changes before filling out a request. 
 
We recommend that stakes involve the Stake Communication Director in any community-based service project 
in order to create or strengthen a relationship with any community organizations that may become involved in 
these humanitarian service projects.  For ideas about appropriate projects, www.JustServe.org is a good place 
to start.   You can also contact your regional WSRM for general guidance on appropriate projects and available 
resources or you may reach out to Steve Merrell (Conference Director, North) or Chris Eastland (Conference 
Director, South).   

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 

Each stake should decide the timing, frequency and size of their social activities for Phase III of the Conference.  
These events may be coordinated on a multi-stake basis, with the coordination of the applicable Stake 
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Presidents and assuming that local COVID guidelines permit.  It is recommended that most social activities be 
organized according to the Conference age groups to maximize interest.  Activity organizers should be careful 
to minimize the potential for uncomfortable social situations among singles of significantly different ages. 

GOSPEL LEARNING WORKSHOPS 

The Church Educational System will be sponsoring workshops (mostly via Zoom) for all single adults age 18 
to 35, beginning in January and running throughout 2021, that will be held on a stake or multi-stake basis. These 
interactive workshops will feature guest speakers addressing topics selected by local single adults.  Some of 
these workshops will also include a multi-stake gathering consisting of a short devotional, dinner and an activity 
(social- or service-based). 

FUNDING FOR ACTIVITIES 

With the exception of the special funding available for humanitarian service projects described above, the cost 
of all activities during the Initiatives phase of the Conference are the financial responsibility of the sponsoring 
organization, typically the ward or stake but occasionally multi-stake groups with the approval of the stake 
presidents.  The costs for these activities should be pre-approved in accordance with standard Church policies 
and the guidelines established by local Priesthood leaders. 
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CHAPTER SIX: FINANCE 

The Area Presidency’s office has supervisory responsibility for all financials matters relating to the Conference.  
Under their direction, the COC is responsible to: 
 

• Develop an overall budget for the Conference, based on the allotment of Church funds and the 
estimated total attendance and fees to be collected; 

• Apportion to each Host Committee a specific budget for their Conference location based on a variety 
of factors, including projected attendance and local needs; 

• Ensure each Host Committee’s budget funds are transferred to the host stake for oversight and 
disbursement by the Agent Stake President; 

• Track participant registration and fees collected and provide the stake presidents and Temple District 
Committees with periodic registration reports for their units beginning in April 2021; and, 

• Track expenditures at all levels, and account to the Area Presidency for all expenses incurred in 
connection with the Conference. 

REGISTRATION FEES 

A basic principle of the Conference is that no member or friend who wants to participate should be deterred 
from attending because of the registration fee.  We understand that such costs may inhibit outreach to less 
active members and can also deter members who are embarrassed to ask for financial help. Under the direction 
of the stake president, the bishop of each ward should carefully and prayerfully review the circumstances of 
each single adult member to determine who may need financial assistance to attend the Conference.  In order 
to ensure maximum participation and reduce situations where members may be reluctant to seek assistance, 
bishops are encouraged to consider individuals proactively, rather than wait for requests. 
 
The COC will establish a discount code system to enable local leaders to provide financial assistance, as needed.  
Each stake president will be provided a unique discount code which, when entered by the attendee during the 
registration process, will preclude the need for payment by the registrant and result in the full Conference 
registration fee being paid out of stake funds.  Stake presidents should counsel with bishops and provide them 
with the discount code as needed. To ensure efficiency and prevent unauthorized use, the COC will distribute 
discount codes directly to stake presidents only. 
 
At the stake president’s discretion, the discount code may also be used in other situations, including: 
 

• Paying for friends as part of ward and stake missionary efforts; 
• Paying for less-active members as part of ward and stake ministering efforts; 
• Paying for all ward or stake members who wish to attend; or, 
• Paying for registrants who do not have access to a credit or debit card. 

PAYMENT FORMS 

Per the Presiding Bishopric’s office, this Conference will be a cashless event.  As such, all registrants (whether 
registering ahead of time or on-site) will need to pay by credit or debit card.  All prospective attendees should 
be made aware of this policy.  The Agent Stake President (or his designee) will need to be available on-site at 
each Conference location to confidentially provide the registration desk the discount code for (or otherwise 
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accommodate) attendees who do not have a credit or debit card, do not have a friend to pay for them or who 
cannot pay for any reason.  No one is to be turned away for inability to pay. 

BUDGET CATEGORIES 

Conference Planning and Administration.  All expenses incurred by the COC and TDCs for Conference planning 
and administration efforts will come from the overall Conference budget and must be pre-approved by the 
person identified in the chart at the end of Chapter 2 of this Conference Handbook. 
 
Devotionals.  The budget for the Devotionals will be generally limited to the printing and distribution of 
marketing materials and invitations.  The COC will create the template materials to be used for the Devotionals 
and provide digital copies to the TDCs and SSACs.  In addition, the COC will be able to send files directly to 
a local Federal Express office for printing where the SSAC representatives can pick up the materials for each 
event and distribute as directed.  The costs for printing and distribution will come from the overall Conference 
budget.  If stakes decide to incur additional expenses in connection with the Devotionals, such as providing 
refreshments, these costs should be approved by the stake president and reimbursed from the stake budget. 
 
Stake Activities and Initiatives.  Budgets for individual stake and multi-stake events, activities and service projects 
leading up to the Conference are determined under the direction of the sponsoring stake presidents and will 
come exclusively from the stake budget.  As an exception to this policy, separate Church funds and commodity 
grants are available for approved stake-sponsored humanitarian projects as outlined in Chapter 5 above. 
 
August Conference.  The budget for each Host Committee will be allocated by the COC out of the overall 
Conference budget and will be overseen by the Agent Stake President at each Conference location.  Each Host 
Committee Finance Chair should carefully plan and oversee all the outgoing expenses to ensure that costs for 
their Conference location, including contingencies, remain within the allocated budget.  Categories of expenses 
to be paid from this budget include: 
 

• Marketing materials production & distribution 
• Social activities 
• Food 
• Community service activities 
• Program equipment rental  
• Facilities rental, parking and other logistics 

 
Please contact the COC Finance Chair (finance@LDS-SA.org) if you anticipate incurring costs outside of your 
allocated budget. 

DISBURSEMENT OF BUDGET FUNDS TO STAKES 

Once Host Committee budgets have been approved by the COC, the allocated funds will be transferred by the 
Area Presidency to the agent stake for each Conference location.  No checks should be issued or funds 
transferred between agent stakes without COC approval. Any Conference funds remaining in agent stake 
accounts after final reconciliation (end of August 2021) will be returned to the Area Presidency. 
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HOST COMMITTEE BUDGET REVIEW 

The finance clerk(s) for the agent stake at each location will work with the Host Committee Finance Chair to 
track Host Committee expenditures and facilitate reimbursement. On a monthly basis, each Host Committee 
Finance Chair will submit a “Budget-to-Actual” report to the COC Finance Team for review. Any necessary 
adjustments to the host site budget will be made during these monthly reviews and communicated to the Host 
Committees and Agent Stake President as needed. 

EXPENSE APPROVAL AND REIMBURSEMENT POLICIES 

In general, the Church’s standard policies for pre-approval of all expenses, obtaining and maintenance of 
appropriate expense documentation and reimbursement of individuals for expenses incurred apply to all aspects 
of the Conference (including 1099 reporting, where applicable).  The following list of practices reinforces and 
supplements (but does not replace) those established Church policies for the handling of finances. 
 
Pre-Approval.  All expenses require pre-approval from the individual(s) noted in the chart at the end of Chapter 
2 of this Conference Handbook.  COC, TDC and Host Committee leadership are responsible for ensuring 
their committee members are expending Conference funds judiciously and in line with allocated budgets.  
Individuals requesting approval to expend stake funds should do so following the established protocols of their 
local stake presidency. 
 
Out-of-pocket Payments vs Advances of Funds.  To the extent they are able and approved to do so, committee 
members may pay out-of-pocket for conference expenses up to $500 and submit a reimbursement form with 
the appropriate documentation.  However, no committee member should ever be required to pay for 
Conference expenses out-of-pocket.  For expenses over $500 or when out-of-pocket payment is not feasible, 
committee members should submit a request for an advance of funds.  Once approved, a check will be made 
out to the vendor directly.  
 
Reimbursement.  All reimbursement and advance of funds requests for Conference-allocated budget should be 
submitted through the appropriate Google Form located on the Conference Google Drive.  For stake-allocated 
funds, follow the process established by the local Agent Stake President.  Copies of all receipts, invoices, 
purchase orders, etc. must be submitted with each request, which will be approved by the appropriate leader 
and then sent on to the agent stake for processing.   Reimbursement requests should be submitted as soon as 
possible after the purchase is made to minimize post-Conference reimbursements and reconciliations.  
Reimbursement checks should also be deposited as soon after receipt as possible.  All requests for 
reimbursement are to be submitted no later than Sunday, August 22, 2021.  Those responsible for finances on 
each committee should follow up to ensure that members are reimbursed in accordance with these policies.   
 
On-Site Expenses.  The Agent Stake President for each Conference host site should arrange to have someone at 
the Conference location at all times who is authorized to write checks or use a debit or credit card in case any 
deliveries require (unforeseen) on-site payments. 
 
Registration Fee Refunds.  Refunds of registration fees will not be published or advertised.  However, it may be 
necessary to provide a limited number of refunds due to extenuating circumstances for some individuals.  In 
these cases, refunds must first be approved by the individual’s bishop, who will submit a reimbursement request 
to the COC for issuance. 
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Speaking Fees and Honoraria.  Conference speakers, presenters at workshops and similar participants are not to 
receive payment for their participation nor receive reimbursement for travel expenses (if any).  

CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR A VIRTUAL CONFERENCE 

In the event the August Conference must be held virtually, the majority of the finance policies outlined above 
will continue to apply.  The Area Presidency and COC will evaluate a reduction to the registration fee based on 
the nature of the virtual programming to be provided, which may also result in a reduction of Host Site budgets 
and a redistribution of funds across the various Conference committees to accommodate the change.  If the 
decision to transition to a virtual Conference is made, any expenses already incurred will be honored and 
reimbursed per the outlined process above.  For rentals, reservations or other in-person Conference expenses 
requiring advance payment, every effort should be made to recoup those funds and return them to the issuing 
agent stake. 
 
Any questions regarding policies or procedures related to financial matters should be referred to: 

• Dave Axelgard: Assistant Director for Registration and Finance dave@LDS-SA.org 
• Susan Yates: Finance, susan@LDS-SA.org 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: REGISTRATION 

All members and friends wishing to attend the August Conference will be required to register for the event.  
Registration will be managed entirely online via the Eventbrite platform. Attendees will have the option of pre-
registering for the Conference or registering on-site during the Conference.  Volunteers will not be required to 
register.  The fee schedule is: 
 

• 3-Day Attendees (Friday/Saturday/Sunday): $44.00 before July 1st, $48.00 thereafter (to encourage early 
registration) 

• 2-Day Attendees (Saturday/Sunday): $44.00 before July 1st, $48.00 thereafter 
• Sunday Only Attendees: $12.00. This covers registration, info packet and lunch.  There is no charge to 

attend the Church meetings. 
 
The registration fee should not be a deterrent for anyone who would like to attend.  Options for 
addressing financial concerns are described in Chapter 6. 

PRE-CONFERENCE REGISTRATION 

Pre-registration for the August Conference will open April 1, 2021. Pre-registration is highly recommended.  
Leaders should encourage all prospective attendees to register as early as possible to take advantage of “early 
bird” pricing. Pre-registration numbers are a key indicator of actual attendance and allow Host Committees to 
more accurately estimate attendance in order to plan the required amounts of food at each location. 
 
How to Register.  Prior to the opening of pre-registration, all area single adults and leadership will be provided 
with links and detailed registration instructions. Registration will be available via the event website 
(http://www.lds-sa.org) as well as through the official event pages on all major social media platforms 
(Instagram, Facebook, etc.).  
 
Upon accessing the site, registrants will be guided through the process to help them select their desired 
Conference location.  Registrants may choose to attend the Conference location nearest to their home or attend 
the Conference in a different location. However, registrants must select a Conference location that corresponds 
to their age group. Please note that given the ongoing pandemic conditions, no member-provided housing 
options will be available, so attendees desiring to travel outside their home area or who live far from their 
desired Conference location will need to make their own housing arrangements.  Once a Conference location 
has been selected, registrants will provide basic personal information, as well as some Conference-specific 
details (food allergies, etc.), after which they will enter their payment information to complete the registration.   
 
Conference Smartphone App.  Once they have registered, attendees will be able to download a special Conference 
smartphone app. Through the app, they’ll be able to access information about the specific Conference event 
for which they have registered, plan their Conference experience, connect with other attendees, and receive 
information, notifications and updates leading up to the event.  
 
The smartphone app will also contain a unique QR code that attendees will present to volunteers at check-in 
to obtain their Conference information packet and credentials, which they will need to present at building 
entrances to gain access to the Conference each day. 
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PRE-REGISTRATION REPORTING 

Every two weeks, the COC Finance Team will provide each stake and ward (i.e. stake presidents and bishops) 
with a registration report.  These reports will allow local leadership to track pre-conference interest/activity 
within their wards and stakes, to ensure that registration totals are in line with expectations, and to make 
adjustments to outreach and engagement strategies as needed.  It will include both summary and detailed 
information of the following: 
 

• Names of registrants 
• Paid registrants vs stake-sponsored registrants 
• Stake funds allocated for sponsored registrants 

 
Stake presidents and bishops are responsible for reviewing the registration report to identify any discrepancies, 
including any unanticipated or unauthorized use of the discount code.  Any errors or issues should be 
communicated to the COC Finance and Registration teams immediately. 

ON-SITE REGISTRATION 

A team of volunteers will staff registration tables at each Conference location to facilitate on-site registration. 
On-site registration will be managed online via Eventbrite through the same process as pre-registration. Day-
of registrants may complete the registration on their mobile devices or on devices provided by local registration 
volunteers. Eventbrite staff will be available via phone/online chat to support volunteer registration teams as 
needed. 
 
On-site registration will also be cashless, so day-of registration fees will need to be paid via credit or debit card. 
If this presents an issue for a member or friend wishing to attend the Conference, a local bishopric member 
will need to be on-site to make the necessary accommodations to ensure no one is turned away.  

CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR A VIRTUAL CONFERENCE 

In the event the August Conference must be held virtually, there will be corresponding adjustments to the 
registration process. Registration will still likely be required and managed via Eventbrite. As such, registration 
details, information packets, notifications and updates for the virtual Conference will be communicated via 
traditional digital means (email, text, etc.).  Also given the likely reduction in registration fees, stakes and wards 
may wish to re-evaluate and potentially expand their use of the discount code to further reduce financial 
concerns of virtual attendees.  Registration reporting will proceed as outlined above. 
 
Any questions regarding registration policies or procedures should be referred to: 

• Dave Axelgard, Assistant Director for Registration and Finance: dave@LDS-SA.org 
• Madison Duffin, Registration Specialist: Madison@LDS-SA.org 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: THE CONFERENCE 

Each Conference location will have a Host Committee called under the direction of the Agent Stake President 
for the host site.  There will be at least one Conference site for each of the three single adult age groups (YSA, 
SA1 and SA2) in each Temple District and approximately 50 Conference sites in total. The Host Committees 
will have primary responsibility for planning and organizing both the content of the Conference and the 
accompanying logistics.  Assuming we are able to conduct the Conference as an in-person gathering, the Host 
Committee will be assisted by a “Volunteer Committee” comprised of non-single adults from the host stake 
(and other surrounding stakes, as needed) who will provide the manpower necessary to enable all single adults 
(including the Host Committee) to participate fully in the Conference without “day of” responsibilities.  The 
Host Committee will need to work closely with the Agent Stake President and other stake and ward leaders to 
ensure that a sufficient number of Volunteer Committee members are committed to serve for the duration of 
the Conference, receive the proper training and ensure that all the facets of the Conference run smoothly.  
 
This chapter generally assumes that the Conference will be held as an in-person gathering and outlines only the 
most basic tasks and general best practices guidelines necessary for a successful Conference.  Much more 
detailed information on each of the subjects covered herein will be made available to the Host Committees 
through the COC, as needed.  The COC is actively planning an alternative virtual Conference format, as a 
contingency, in case an in-person Conference is not possible for one or more locations in August 2021.  
Additional details regarding the virtual format will be provided later, if necessary, and no later than April 1 
when the final decision will be made regarding the Conference format. 

HOST COMMITTEE SPECIALISTS 

At a minimum, we recommend that the Host Committee have (in addition to a Chair or Co-Chairs) individual 
committee members (specialists) who will be primarily responsible for the following key areas: 
 

• Program Management (including speakers, workshop presenters, topics, themes and general content) 
• Service Projects (Saturday afternoon) 
• Activities (Friday night, Saturday night in particular) 
• Food (all days of the Conference) 
• Conference Logistics (multiple individuals to cover): 

o Registration and Information 
o Parking and Security 
o Health, Medical and Emergency 
o IT/Audio/Visual 
o Documentary and Communications 

• Finance 

Whenever possible, all Host Committee members should be single adults of the age group for the host site, 
unless the Chair feels that a married individual or couple is needed for a particular assignment.  Once Host 
Committee assignments have been made, please send an email to admin@LDS-SA.org with the name, email 
and cell number for each member.  This will allow the COC to direct any additional information to them for 
their specific area of focus.  All members of the Volunteer Committee should be married, but their names and 
information do not need to be forwarded to the COC. 
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PROGRAM AND CONTENT MANAGEMENT 

The “Joy of Learning” is a lifelong endeavor and a central component of the Conference experience.  A member 
of each Host Committee should be designated to plan the content and identify potential speakers and presenters 
for the Conference.  Appendix 1 contains a template outline for the three-day Conference, including some 
suggested topics for various speaking assignments.  However, each Host Committee should seek inspiration 
and solicit input and feedback from a variety of single adults in the Host Site age group to determine the content 
and topics that will be most interesting and relevant for those who will attend the Conference, as well as in 
identifying engaging and inspiring presenters.  The Host Committee will also select music and special musical 
numbers for the general sessions. 
 
With the exception of local and general leadership who will speak at various Conference events, the other 
speakers should be single adults.  Where possible, the Host Committee should select age-similar single adults 
as presenters at the workshops and discussions to encourage learning among peers.  However, if presenters are 
needed who have specific skills or experiences, married individuls may also be invited to lead certain workshops.  
Single adults who are invited to lead a workshop should only present at one or two sessions, allowing them to 
participate as an attendee for the other sessions.   
 
For the Saturday morning workshop period, it is recommended to have three different sessions of 40 minutes 
each with 10-minute passing times in between, allowing attendees to participate in multiple workshop 
discussions.  However, each Host Committee should determine the number and duration of individuals 
workshop topics based on local circumstances, interests and available presenters.  Ideally, the workshops will 
be interactive rather than lecture format, encourage the use of visual aids and introduce attendees to the 
tremendous variety of learning media available for Latter-day Saints through Church apps and websites. 
 
Each Host Committee program management specialist should create a summary document outlining the 
proposed topics, presenters and music for the Conference Host Site.  This plan should be submitted to both 
the TDC and the Agent Stake President by June 1, 2021 for approval by the Agent Stake President and 
assistance with identifying and clearing any conflicts in potential speaking / presenting assignments for 
individuals who may be requested for different Host Site locations.  Following approval of the plan, the program 
management specialist will be responsible to: 
 

• Extend invitations to presenters and explain their selected topics, time allotments and other assignment 
details; 

• Communicate with all presenters leading up to the Conference date to ensure they are adequately 
prepared (well in advance) and indicate what type of A/V assistance they will need for their 
presentation; 

• Work with both the Host Committee Audio/Visual and Physical Facilities specialists to adequately 
plan room assignments and A/V needs for all the Conference sessions; and 

• Create an emergency back-up plan for what to do in case a speaker cannot come to the Conference at 
the last minute. 

 
Much of the program content for each Host Site should be able to transition to a virtual presentation and 
participation platform if an in-person gathering for the Conference is not possible.  The COC will provide 
further details on the technology platforms that will be made available for each Host Committee should this 
need to occur. 
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SERVICE PROJECT 

The “Joy of Service” is a central topic for the Conference and the Saturday afternoon service project is a perfect 
opportunity to put this principle into practice.  A member of the Host Committee should be designated to plan 
one or more service opportunities, depending on the expected number of attendees at the Host Site.   Particular 
consideration should be given to ensuring that the number and scope of projects is sufficient for all attendees 
to have the opportunity for substantive participation.  The following are additional key considerations for 
planning the service projects: 
 

• Where possible, projects should be “in- house” (or adjacent to the Host Site) to eliminate the logistical 
challenges of transporting large numbers of people to and from another location.  If off-site projects 
are chosen, consider whether organizing a shuttle services to the project venue would be helpful. 

• At least one on-site service project should be offered for those with physical limitations. 
• Attendees should be encouraged to invite friends to participate in the service project, whether or not 

they are attending the Conference. 
• Ideally, the projects should take all afternoon.  Projects that take just an hour are to be discouraged 

unless there are a series of them, as experience shows that this gives too much time between the service 
project and the dinner and activity.  

• Prioritize projects where the single adults can interact with each other and work together, ideally 
meeting new people in the process. 

• You are encouraged to reach out to community organizations and other religious groups to join in the 
projects, making them a true community-wide day of service.  If you do so, please coordinate with the 
Coordinating Council Communication Directors or Stake Communication Director so that any 
community relationships created or furthered by the service project can continue past the Conference. 

• Make sure to assign an appropriate number of married volunteers to run the service project logistics 
and manage any clean-up that will carry past the start of the evening Conference activities.   

• Use www.JustServe.org as a resource for ideas for service projects. 
• Coordinate with the Host Committee logistics specialist to designate an unused room in the building 

to store all materials before and after the project. 
 
The cost for the service activity should come from the Host Site budget, except as outlined above for those 
projects which meet the Church humanitarian service guidelines and for which advance approval has been 
obtained (see Chapter 5 above). 
 
Each Host Committee service specialist should create a summary document outlining the service project plan 
for the Conference.  This plan should be submitted to both the TDC and the Agent Stake President by June 1, 
2021 to ensure that there are no budgetary, travel, safety or other concerns. 
 
If the Conference (at one or more locations) will be hosted virtually, the COC will work with the applicable 
Host Committees to coordinate service projects that attendees can participate in remotely. 

ACTIVITIES 

The “Joy of Becoming” can be greatly enhanced through meaningful shared experiences.  A member of the 
Host Committee should be designated to plan the Friday and Saturday evening activities.  The nature of these 
activities will depend on a variety of factors and, while working within the constraints of the overall Host Site 
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budget, the specifics will be left to the discretion of the Host Committee.  The following are some general 
guidelines and considerations: 
 

• As a critical marketing component of the Conference, the activities should be broadly interesting to 
the relevant Conference age group; it may be helpful to hold multiple simultaneous activities to provide 
choices for large groups with varied interests.  

• Activities should be designed to provide opportunity for diverse interaction among attendees, not just 
small groups that already know each other. 

• Where available (and weather permitting), make use of a combination of indoor and outdoor space, 
including proximate off-site locations (see addition note below). 

• Make sure to book all necessary third-party service providers and equipment well in advance. 
 
Some locations may not have outdoor facilities on or near Church property.  If there are local outdoor facilities 
that can be arranged, contact them as far in advance as possible.  Once you are able to secure permits and 
pricing, follow the procedures in Chapter 6 for obtaining approval and funds.  As with all contracts relating to 
the Conference, the Agent Stake President for the Host Site must approve and sign the contract.  For insurance 
information required on permit applications, the Church has set up a website at 
insurancecertificates.ChurchofJesusChrist.org to handle requests for a Certificate of Insurance.  Contact 
info@LDS-SA.org with any questions.  
 
Each Host Committee activity specialist should create a summary document outlining the activities plan for the 
Conference.  This plan should be submitted to both the TDC and the Agent Stake President by June 1, 2021 
to ensure that there are no budgetary, travel, safety or other concerns. 
 
If the Conference (at one or more locations) will be hosted virtually, the COC will work with the applicable 
Host Committees to coordinate a variety of activities that attendees can participate in remotely. 

FOOD AND WATER 

A member of the Host Committee should be designated to plan the meals, order the food and oversee the 
Volunteer Committee members who will prepare and serve the food for lunch and dinner on Saturday, lunch 
on Sunday and refreshments at various other times throughout the Conference.  The COC will provide a total 
food budget for each location and it will be your responsibility to decide what to serve for the various meals.  
If desired, the COC will be happy to provide recommendations in order to keep the costs down but the quality 
high.   
 
Early preparation is key as you may be planning food for up to 1,000 people for in-person Conference 
gatherings.  It is likely there will be several hundred more people attending Sunday services (and staying for 
lunch) than attend the Saturday sessions because all YSA/MSA Wards will be shut down on Sunday, so you 
should plan accordingly.  For purposes of ordering sufficient quantities of food, the number of projected 
volunteers working at the Conference should also be included, not just the registrants.  You should be able to 
negotiate a significant discount with the food vendors for the large order that you will be placing.    
 
Traditionally, we would recommend buffet style meals in order to increase the amount of food relative to 
packaging and preparation costs.  However, being mindful of the ongoing pandemic conditions (and concerns 
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from attendees), you may be required to order food in individual portions.  In either case, the Volunteer 
Committee should have servers either portion out or ensure attendees take single packages of food to ensure 
that the first ones through the lines don’t get a lot and the last ones the leftovers. 
 
It is essential to have sufficient water on hand for attendees of the Conference, particularly if drinking fountains 
will not be available for health and safety reasons.  Where possible, you are encouraged to plan for ways to 
recycle used water bottles. 

CONFERENCE LOGISTICS 

One or more members of the Host Committee should be designated with specific responsibilities over the 
various logistical matters that will make the Conference safe and enjoyable for all participants.  They will need 
to carefully plan in advance and then coordinate with designated members of the Volunteer Committee who 
will have responsibility during the Conference itself to carry out the Host Committee’s plans.  You are 
encouraged to identify contingency options based on potential last-minute fluctuations in attendance.  The 
following are some of the specific areas where detailed plans will be needed. 

FLOOR PLANS AND SPACE PLANNING 

Floor plans of each location should be obtained from the stake for each location and used to plan and create a 
map of which rooms will be assigned for which functions during the Conference.  Copies of these maps should 
be distributed to attendees and volunteers for their convenience and could be displayed during the Saturday 
and Sunday general sessions to direct attendees to the various event locations.  In addition to spaces for 
activities, food, service projects and workshops / breakout sessions, the following room or area assignments 
should be designated for support purposes: 
 

• Registration 
• Information desk 
• First aid room 
• Counseling room 
• Supplies room / home base for Volunteer Committee members 
• Changing rooms for both men and women 
• Lost and found 

SANITATION, RESTROOMS AND CHANGING ROOMS 

During any in-person gathering, COVID-19 will remain a key health and safety concern for many individuals.  
Make sure to have an oversupply of hand sanitizer stations in all locations in the building, not just in the 
bathrooms.  Be aware of local restrictions on the use of face coverings and have extra masks, if required. 
 
For planning purposes, the site should have approximately one (1) toilet available for every 75 women and one 
(1) toilet available for every 150 men.  Most stake centers have at least 6 toilets available for both sexes, but if 
the attendance is expected to be more than [500] people it is recommend that all in-door restrooms should be 
re-labeled for “Women Only.”  Portable restrooms and wash stations should be rented for men’s use (and 1 of 
those must be a handicap accessible restroom) and a suitable location identified in the parking lot. 
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Restroom and sanitation supplies (besides portable restrooms) should be available through the Facilities 
Manager of the building.  Please confirm in advance that there are sufficient supplies of all kinds for the 
weekend, including toilet seat covers to prevent excessive toilet paper usage (resulting in clogged toilets).  
Volunteers should be specifically assigned to monitor the men’s and the women’s bathroom facilities to ensure 
cleanliness, toilets working and sufficient supplies. 
 
Two changing rooms (one male, one female) should be available for attendees to use throughout the 
Conference.  These rooms should be clearly marked, signs should request that doors and windows stay shut, 
and – if possible – hangers and garment racks should be available in the rooms.  This will be particularly 
important for changing before and after the service project.  Make sure the windows are covered for privacy. 
Consider having someone assigned to these rooms to make sure they are secure so people can leave items in 
the rooms.  If that is not possible, have signs that remind attendees that rooms are not secure.   

AUDIO/VISUAL REQUIREMENTS 

An Audio/Visual Specialist on the Host Committee should be designated to work closely with the Program 
Manager in determining and fulfilling all the A/V needs during the Conference.  They will need to identify far 
enough in advance the various technologies being used by the speakers, workshop presenters, activities and 
service projects to ensure that sufficient resources are available or obtained (including power, device 
connectivity and internet bandwidth).  If necessary equipment and peripherals are not available through the 
agent stake, the Audio/Visual Specialist should identify whether equipment can be borrowed or must be rented 
(which will require advance booking and need to be included in the budget).  Since A/V equipment will likely 
be coming from many different sources, you will need to label and log all the equipment (including contact info 
for its owners) to ensure that it is all properly returned at the end of the Conference. 

CLIMATE CONTROL 

A member of the Host Committee or Volunteer Committee should understand how the climate control system 
works in the building and have Church Facilities Management contact numbers on hand to have it repaired (if 
necessary) and a backup plan if it is not immediately repairable.  Most issues with heating and cooling systems 
happen when doors and windows are left open.  To ensure this does not happen, please post signs on all doors 
and windows stating they must remain closed for the duration of the Conference.  Also, we recommend a 
roaming security volunteer to check for open windows and doors every hour or so during the Conference. 

SETUP & TAKE DOWN  

The Volunteer Committee should assist the Host Committee with all aspects of set up and take down of the 
necessary furniture, equipment and other materials for the Conference (including changes during the weekend 
for various events at the building).  Ideally, everything that can be set up in advance should be completed by 
Thursday evening and the entire building returned to its original status by Monday following the Conference. 
It may be necessary to borrow tables, chairs or other equipment from nearby buildings, with the permission of 
the Agent Stake President and Bishops of affected buildings. 

PARKING AND SECURITY 

A member of the Volunteer Committee with sufficient experience should be designated to have specific 
responsibility to oversee parking and security matters for the Conference. Parking, in particular, will require 
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advance planning depending on the projected attendance and local facilities.  Below are suggested best practices 
for ensure a seamless transportation system and safe physical environment.   

PARKING 

• Obtain a copy of the parking and safety procedures that are used for stake conferences from the Agent 
Stake President and, if possible, enlist volunteers to supervise the parking and security function who 
are familiar with these policies. 

• If the expected attendance is likely to exceed the number of available parking spaces in the Church lot 
and surrounding street parking, consult with the Agent Stake President or designated High Councilor 
about additional parking sites that may be available (either on a reciprocity basis or for rent).   

• Obtain approval for the additional parking locations, determine whether a shuttle service will be 
necessary and negotiate the cost of parking lots and shuttle service (if necessary).  The goal is to save 
costs by hiring a shuttle service only if absolutely necessary; it is preferable to arrange a volunteer 
service with Church members if at all possible.     

• Create maps that identify all lots that will be used for the Conference to be given to attendees and 
shuttle volunteers (if necessary). 

• Encourage parking and shuttle service volunteers to come prepared for the day (e.g. cooler with drinks, 
sunscreen, chairs, umbrella/canopy, jumper cables, tire repair kit, two cans of gas, etc.). 

• Make sure the vans used begin the day with a full tank of gas. 
• Make sure that each parking lot has a “Lot Full” sign that can be placed at each entrance should the 

lot fill up. 
• Make sure volunteers walk through the parking lots after cars are gone to pick up anything left behind. 

SECURITY 

• Ensure that there are sufficient volunteers to monitor Church and any off-site parking lots in addition 
to the building itself – one to two people per lot and one roving security person for the building. 

• Roving security in the building should be prepared to make sure windows and doors are kept closed 
(so air conditioning won’t malfunction), identify sanitation and health issues and report to the Agent 
Stake President any matters requiring immediate attention. 

• At the end of each Conference day, security personnel should help direct traffic out of the lots. 

HEALTH, MEDICAL AND EMERGENCY PLANS 

A member of the Volunteer Committee with sufficient experience should be designated to have specific 
responsibility over health, medical and emergency matters arising during the Conference.  This individual (or 
his/her designated replacement) should be on-site at the Conference during all times when attendees are 
present.  In addition, the COC will have a team of doctors on standby during the Conference to answer any 
health or medical questions or emergencies.  Contact information for the doctor team will be provided to all 
Host Committees closer to the Conference date. 
 
In addition, please consider carefully how to implement the following best practices: 
 

• Establish a chain of command for on-site decision-making and communication should an individual 
or event-wide emergency occur, with final responsibility resting with the Agent Stake President. 
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• Compile and distribute to the Volunteer Committee a list of local health and medical emergency 
provider contact information. 

• Designate and clearly mark for attendees an easily accessible room for medical needs and ensure 
sufficient basic first aid supplies are available on-site for a variety of circumstances. 

• Arrange for trained medical personnel to be available on site at all times throughout the Conference.  
They can be EMTs, RNs or others with appropriate medical background. 

• Arrange to have a Bishop or member of a Stake Presidency and Relief Society President available 
throughout the Conference in case counseling is needed by attendees, along with a designated room 
for counseling. 

• Obtain a copy of the host stake’s emergency guidelines for the building and distribute to the Volunteer 
Committee.  Emergencies may include fires, earthquakes, loss of electricity, active shooter and similar 
threats.  

DOCUMENTATION AND PHOTOGRAPHY 

One or more members of the Volunteer Committee should be designated as official photographers and 
historians for the Conference with the responsibility to document – both in pictures and words – the various 
aspects of the Conference.  They should take pictures and notes themselves and arrange to gather photos, 
videos and information from attendees who are willing to share their records.  Advance consideration should 
also be given to the following: 

• How the material collected during the Conference could be used as part of the programming, including 
potentially uploading photos to be shown on projection screens during meals, activities or other 
appropriate times. 

• How to encourage attendees to create and share appropriate real-time messages, photos and stories of 
faith and fellowship on social media. 

Copies of all images and footage gathered should be uploaded to the Conference Google Drive in a folder 
labeled with your location and a written report of the stories and successes of the Conference should also be 
produced and uploaded to the Conference Google Drive. The photographer/videographer should sign a waiver 
confirming that the photos/videos are the property of the Conference. 

ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC POLICIES 

COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND PROTESTS 

The Stake Communication Director for the host stake should provide training and guidance for addressing on-
site media or protestors.  This person should be on-site at all times and be prepared to direct all individuals and 
incidents to the Agent Stake President.  The Agent Stake President (or his designated representative) is the only 
person who should communicate with the media. 

DRESS CODE 

Conference attendees should be informed of the dress code so that they can plan accordingly.  Attire should 
be modest in all respects.  Casual attire is appropriate for Friday and Saturday.  Regular Church attire should be 
worn to all events on Sunday.  Refer any concerns to the Agent Stake President, bishopric member or Relief 
Society President on site. If an individual’s attire is deemed inappropriate by the relevant authority, every effort 
should be made to find attire that is suitable and that will help the individual feel welcome and comfortable. 
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HOUSING 

In order to protect the health and safety of attendees and other local members, housing arrangements will not 
be provided for those who travel to the Conference.  Registrants will be required to find their own 
accommodations. If financial assistance is necessary, individuals should coordinate with their local Bishop.  

INTERPRETATION SERVICES 

Each stake center should have interpreting equipment for use at stake conferences.  Interpretation services 
should be made available if requested.  If the total number of people needing interpreting exceeds the number 
of headsets to which you have access, consider having a separate room for everyone where the interpretation 
is sent.  Please coordinate in advance with the COC if you anticipate the need for programming to be translated 
into multiple languages. 

LOCATION OVERSIGHT AND SCHEDULE CONFLICTS 

The Agent Stake President has stewardship over the building, in consultation with the designated Church 
Facilities Manager (if necessary). All matters dealing with any legal issues, modifications of any part of the 
structure for Conference events, maintenance, and janitorial supplies are to be directed to the Agent Stake 
President (or physical facilities representative on the High Council, at his direction).  All buildings being used 
for the Conferences have been approved by the Area Seventy and Agent Stake Presidents.  Wards normally 
meeting in the building will be notified in advance of the need to make alternate arrangements for any services 
or activities during the weekend of the Conference (Thursday through Sunday).   
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APPENDIX 1: SAMPLE CONFERENCE SCHEDULE 

DAY ONE: FRIDAY, AUGUST 6 

6:00 pm Registration opens 
7:00 pm Activities, light refreshments 

DAY TWO: SATURDAY, AUGUST 7 

8:00 am Registration continues 

OPENING GENERAL SESSION - SATURDAY MORNING: SUGGESTED THEME: “EXPAND YOUR 
CIRCLE OF INFLUENCE THROUGH THE JOY OF SERVING” 

9:00 am Presiding:  Area Seventy or assigned Stake President 
 Conducting: Single Adult 

9:05 am Opening Song and Invocation 

9:10 am Single Adult Speaker 
 Suggested Topic: “Serving Your Neighbors” and how service fulfills President Nelson’s call to 

minister to one another (a PPT may be used) 

9:20 am Single Adult Speaker  
 Suggested Topic: “Serving Together with Your Neighbors” (a PPT may be used) 

9:30 am Featured Speaker (perhaps by Satellite) 

9:50 am Announce break-out workshops, locations and schedule logistics (a PPT showing what the topics 
of the workshops are and where they are located in the building would be helpful) 

BREAK OUT WORKSHOPS: 10:00 AM 

LUNCHTIME ACTIVITIES: 12:30 PM – 2:30 PM 

SERVICE PROJECT: 2:30 PM – 6:00 PM 

EVENING ACTIVITIES: 6:30 PM – 11:00 PM 

6:30 pm Dinner 
8:00 pm Activity / Program  

DAY THREE: SUNDAY, AUGUST 8 

CHURCH SERVICE: SUGGESTED THEME: “THE ABUNDANT LIFE” 

10:00 am Presiding:  Area Seventy or assigned Stake President 
 Conducting: Single Adult 

10:05 am Opening Song and Invocation 

10:15 am Single Adult Speaker:  suggested topic “What the Savior has given us in abundance” 

10:35 am Single Adult Speaker:  suggested topic “[TBD]” 
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10:55 am Special musical number 

11:00 am Featured Speaker: “What it means to live an abundant life” 

11:25 am Closing song 

11:30 am Benediction and dismiss to Priesthood and Relief Society 

PRIESTHOOD / RELIEF SOCIETY MEETING 

11:45 am Welcome 

11:50 am Presentation:  suggested topic “The joy of becoming His disciple now” 

12:05 pm Presiding Priesthood / Relief Society leader conducts a discussion taking questions from the 
audience 

12:30 pm Closing prayer and dismiss to lunch 

LUNCH: 12:20 PM – 2:00 PM 

CLOSING DEVOTIONAL: 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM 

2:00 pm Welcome 

2:05 pm Opening song 

 Invocation 

2:10 pm Show site-specific documentary made about their initiatives over the previous weeks and how 
they’ve come together during the 3-day Conference 

2:15 pm Speaker: [TBD featuring one or more General Authorities] 

2:25 pm Special musical number 

2:30 pm Speaker: [TBD featuring one or more General Authorities] 

3:00 pm Benediction 

--- Conference Concludes --- 


